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Blake and the Black Newspaper
BENJAMIN FAGAN
With his critical edition of Martin Delany’s Blake; or, the Huts of America, Jerome 
McGann has performed an impressive feat of scholarly editing and provided read-
ers with an elegant volume that will surely become the authoritative version of 
Delany’s novel. I teach Blake nearly every semester, and I am grateful for McGann’s 
emphasis on clarity and accessibility. I will certainly be adopting his edition for 
my classroom.
Given the venue of this roundtable, though, I want to focus my comments 
on the relationship between Blake’s periodical publication and the shape of Mc-
Gann’s edition. It is difficult to overstate the importance of the newspaper to the 
nineteenth-century African American novel. Largely excluded from the book pub-
lishing industry in the United States, black writers such as Delany, Julia C. Collins, 
and Frances Ellen Watkins Harper found a home for their fiction in the pages of 
black newspapers like the Weekly Anglo-African and the Christian Recorder. But the 
vagaries of periodical publication, along with racist collection and archival prac-
tices, have made unreadable passages and missing chapters regular features of 
the nineteenth-century African American novel. Despite such challenges, scholars 
such as Floyd Miller, William Andrews, Mitch Kachun, and Frances Smith Fos-
ter have made works like Delany’s Blake (1859; 1861–62); Collins’s Curse of Caste 
(1865); and Harper’s Minnie’s Sacrifice (1869), Sowing and Reaping (1876–77), and 
Trial and Triumph (1888–89) available to a range of readers through the medium of 
the critical edition.
McGann joins this work with his “corrected edition” of Blake. The specifics of 
Blake’s periodical publication make it an especially challenging case for a critical 
edition. Three chapters of the novel first appeared in the Anglo-African Magazine’s 
January 1859 issue. Over the next six months, the magazine would publish an 
additional twenty-four chapters. Blake then disappeared from public view until 
November 23, 1861, when the Weekly Anglo-African newspaper began its serial-
ization of the novel, presumably this time in its entirety. McGann considers the 
Weekly Anglo-African’s 1861–62 printing to be Blake’s “authoritative text,” and, like 
Floyd Miller, bases his edition on that later serialization (xxxv). But unlike Mill-
er, McGann consults a careful collation, performed by Stephanie Kingsley, of the 
twenty-seven chapters that appeared first in the Anglo-African Magazine and then 
again in the Weekly Anglo-African. This collation helps McGann address some of 
the printing “errors” present in the newspaper serialization (xxxvii). More im-
portantly, the collation “conclusively demonstrates,” according to McGann, “that 
Delany undertook a wholesale revision of his book for the WAA printing” (xxxvi). 
This is a striking and exciting claim that invites readers to focus on the relation-
ship between the novel’s content and its contexts and conditions of production. 
McGann points to the addition of the chapter “Studying Headwork” and changes 
in Delany’s representation of dialect as two substantive revisions that occurred 
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between the first and second serializations, and opens the door for future work 
that explores in more detail how these changes respond to not only the contexts 
of 1861 but also the fact that the novel would now appear in a weekly newspaper 
rather than a monthly magazine. McGann’s edition thus reminds us that the prac-
tice of scholarly editing has the power to reveal new and crucial lines of inquiry.
But beyond carefully considering the revisions made between Blake’s two se-
rializations, McGann spends little time engaging with the novel’s periodical con-
ditions of production. His editor’s note moves quickly over the history of the 
Anglo-African Magazine and the Weekly Anglo-African and incorrectly states that, af-
ter the magazine folded in 1860, Thomas Hamilton “reconstituted it as a four-page 
weekly newspaper, the Weekly Anglo-African,” whose first issue appeared on Au-
gust 3, 1861 (xxxiii). In fact, Hamilton launched the Weekly Anglo-African on July 23, 
1859, and for a time simultaneously published both the newspaper and the mag-
azine. Financial difficulties forced the editor to sell the paper to George Lawrence 
in March 1861, but after Lawrence changed the name of the journal to the Pine 
and Palm and transformed it into an organ for emigration, Hamilton relaunched 
the Weekly Anglo-African in August, with the number that McGann points to as the 
first issue of the paper. It is worth considering whether the two iterations of the 
Weekly Anglo-African constitute separate publications, but McGann’s omission of 
the paper’s pre-1861 run leaves little room to pursue this question.
In the body of his edition, McGann also silently removes features specific to 
Blake’s appearance in a newspaper. Nowhere, for example, does he mark which 
chapters appeared together as installments. Moreover, while each installment of 
Blake in the Weekly Anglo-African begins with an epigraph from Harriet Beecher 
Stowe, McGann (like Miller before him) relegates these epigraphs to the beginnings 
of the novel’s two parts. This decision greatly reduces Stowe’s presence in the nov-
el and marks a significant change from the work as it was originally printed. Such 
emendations are defensible and might even be preferable, especially if we consider 
this edition as a version of the book Delany intended rather than the newspaper 
novel that actually materialized. But, unlike McGann’s careful discussion of the 
emendations resulting from the collation of the novel’s two serializations, perform-
ing these changes silently forecloses discussion of their consequences.
Finally, Blake’s periodical context adds a crucial, if overlooked, element to Mc-
Gann’s provocative and in many ways convincing discussion of a possible ending 
for the novel. McGann reads Blake’s imagined black insurrection as, in fact, an 
emigration to Africa, albeit an Africa that is more “Afraka.” The novel’s structural 
repetitions and Delany’s personal politics seem to support this inventive reading, 
but such an ending would have been incredibly controversial in the pages of the 
Weekly Anglo-African. After all, Hamilton had restarted the paper in part as a count-
er to the emigrationist Pine and Palm. The newspaper’s Civil War coverage during 
the serialization of Blake consistently framed the war as a struggle for black liber-
ation, regardless of Union policies, and called upon black Northerners to prepare 
themselves to join the fight. Refiguring black insurrection as emigration amid such 
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coverage would have been a radical departure from the position of the newspaper 
in which the novel appeared. Of course, such a move might not have bothered 
Delany in the slightest, and Hamilton could have welcomed the opportunity to 
challenge his readers’ convictions.
Blake’s periodical context does not, then, necessarily undercut McGann’s read-
ing, and scholarship on the novel must now engage with his fresh and challenging 
interpretation. My hope, though, is that such work will also consider how period-
ical publication shapes Blake from start to finish.
Black Revolution and Martin Delany’s Blake
SHARADA BALACHANDRAN ORIHUELA
Jerome McGann’s edition of Martin R. Delany’s Blake will fast become the defini-
tive source for scholars engaging this formative work in nineteenth-century literary 
studies. McGann’s laborious comparison between the versions in the Anglo-African 
Magazine and the Weekly Anglo-African—made especially so because of the poor 
printing quality of the WAA—leads him to postulate that Delany undertook sub-
stantial revisions of the text in anticipation of its publication in the WAA and to 
conclude that the WAA text is the more complete version of the novel, even as it 
must be read together with the AAM text so as to correct the endemic orthographic 
inconsistencies and textual problems in the WAA printing. Fascinatingly, McGann 
also posits that Delany might have considered binding the chapters into a more 
traditional novelistic arrangement, from which the text in the WAA was adapted. 
These insights are welcome conclusions about this work. Here, though, I want to 
focus on the edition’s emphasis on religious structures vis-à-vis Delany’s sense of 
personhood and on the edition’s sense of the novel’s ending.
While in the introduction McGann discusses Delany’s “commitment to the 
ideals of enlightenment, liberty, and individual enterprise” (xiii), he nevertheless 
insists that “religion dominates the political action” of the text (xxiii). For this 
reason, McGann spends quite some time in both the introduction and the notes 
expounding upon these religious references. But I find that this interpretive frame-
work overlooks what I have always perceived to be Blake’s commitment to liberal 
personhood, and his insistence that black persons have access to self-possession 
and bodily sovereignty. Even Delany’s resolve regarding the subject of black emi-
gration relies on the foundational tenet of black self-government. Although these 
ideals are not necessarily antithetical to religious ones, I do find that McGann’s 
insistence on religion as the guiding and organizing principle of Delany’s vision 
of black revolution across the Americas to be limiting. Delany’s attachments to 
normative political and legal structures—to include citizenship, marriage, and pos-
session, for example—are problematic given that liberalism is organized around 
the dispossession—of property and of humanity—of black persons. Regardless, 
I insist that Delany’s representation of black radicalism in Blake is structured on 
